
The Basilisk AA Emplacement is a
Fortifications choice for all traitor
and loyalist armies.
In addition all Earthshaker
cannons may exchange their normal
shells for airburst shells for no
additional costs.

Composition

● 1 Basilisk AA Emplacement.
If an additional Basilisk AA
Emplacement is purchased
(see opposite), each is
deployed as a separate
fortification

Terrain Type

● Medium impassable building
(Armour Value 13) with
battlements

Access Points & Fire Points

● none

Weapons

● Earthshaker cannon with
airburst shells

Special Rules

● Sentry Defence System

Options

● May add one additional Basilisk AA Emplacement........... +100 points
● May take items from the Buildings and Obstacle lists (see page 107)

Range Str AP Type

Earthshaker cannon
with airburst shells 72” 8 4 Ordnance 1,

Massive Blast (7”),
Airburst,
High Altitude
Calibration

Airburst
Successful cover saves against this weapon must be re-rolled.
Vehicles hit by this weapon are always hit in their side armour.
Hits from this weapon are always allocated from the direction of
the middle of the final position of the blast.

High Altitude Calibration
This weapon can target and hit zooming Flyers, Supher-heavy
Flyers, Flying Monstrous Creatures and Flying Gargantuan
Creature despite their Hard to Hit special rule. A shooting attack
against such a target can never hit any target that is not a zooming
Flyer or Supher-heavy Flyer or a swooping Flying Monstrous
Creature or Flying Gargantuan Creature.
If shooting any target other then a zooming Flyer or Supher-heavy
Flyer or a swooping Flying Monstrous Creature or Flying
Gargantuan Creature, the scatter of the blast is not reduced by the
shooting models Ballistic Skill.

Even though the mighty
earthshaker cannon is well
known for its devastating
long range bombardement
capabilities, it is also able to
be utilized as an
exceptionally effective anti-
air weapon. Loaded with
dedicated airburst shells, it
fills large areas of the sky
above it with deadly
shrapnel, shredding all but
the heaviest armoured air
craft.
This modification however
comes at a price: Not only
do the crews of such
weapons need to be trained
to a much higher degree to
ensure a modicum of
reliable aim, the necessary
mechanical alterations to
target high flying air craft
also mean, that shooting at
earth bound enemies
becomes much harder for
those gun emplacements.
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